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Joseph P. Kennedy, Sr.
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
Joseph "Joe" Patrick Kennedy, Sr. (September 6, 1888 - November 18, 1969)
was a prominent United States businessman and political figure, the father of
President John F. Kennedy and the patriarch of the Kennedy political family.
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Joe Kennedy

Background, education and marriage
Joseph was bom in Boston, the son of Patrick J. Kennedy, a successful businessman and Irish Catholic
community leader. Kennedy was born into a highly sectarian environment where Irish Catholics saw themselves
as the victims of Yankee exclusion. Many were active in the Democratic Party, including Patrick and numerous
relatives.
Patrick Kennedy’s home was a prosperous and comfortable one, thanks to his successful liquor business and an
influential role in local politics. At the city’s most prestigious public high school, Boston Latin School, Joe was a
below average scholar but was popular among his classmates, winning election as class president and playing on
the school baseball team.
Kennedy, like several older relatives, attended Harvard College where he focused on becoming a social leader,
working energetically to gain admittance to the prestigious Hasty Pudding Club.
In 1914 he married Rose Fitzgerald, the daughter of John F. Fitzgerald, the Democratic mayor of Boston and
probably the most recognized politician in the city.

Business career
Kennedy made a great deal of money as a stock market and commodity speculator and by investing in real estate
and a wide range of industries. He never built a significant business from scratch, but his timing as both buyer and
seller was usually excellent. Sometimes he made use of inside information in ways which would later become
illegal, but regulations were lighter in his era. When Fortune magazine published its first list of the richest people
in the United States in 1957 it placed him in the $200-400 million band, meaning that it estimated him to be
between the ninth and sixteenth richest person in the United States at that time.
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Early ventures
After graduating from Harvard in 1912, he took his first job as state-employed bank examiner. In that role, he
learned that a certain bank was trying to take over the smaller Columbia Trust Bank, in which his father was a
minority shareholder. Borrowing $45,000 he bought control and at age 25, he became the youngest bank president
in the country.
Kennedy emerged as a highly successful entrepreneur with an eye for value. For example he turned a handsome
profit from ownership of Old Colony Realty Associates, Inc., which bought distressed real estate.
During the World War he was supervisor of a major shipyard in Quincy, Massachusetts where he oversaw the
production of transports and warships. The job brought him into contact with the Assistant Secretary of the Navy,
Franklin Delano Roosevelt.

Wall Street
In 1919, he joined the prominent stock brokerage firm of Hayden, Stone & Co. where he became an expert in
dealing in the unregulated stock market of the day, engaging in tactics that would later be labeled insider trading
and market manipulation. In 1923 he set up his own investment company and became a multi-millionaire during
the bull market of the 1920s.
David Kennedy, author of Freedom From Fear, describes the Wall Street of the Kennedy era:
(It) was a strikingly information-starved environment. Many firms whose securities were publicly traded
published no regular reports or issued reports whose data were so arbitrarily selected and capriciously
audited as to be worse than useless. It was this circumstance that had conferred such awesome power on a
handful of investment bankers like J.P. Morgan, because they commanded a virtual monopoly of the
information necessary for making sound financial decisions. Especially in the secondary markets, where
reliable information was all but impossible for the average investor to come by, opportunities abounded for
insider manipulation and wildcat speculation.

The Crash
Kennedy formed alliances with several other Irish-Catholic money men, including Charles E. Mitchell, Michael J.
Meehan and Bernard Smith. He helped establish the Libby-Owens-Ford stock pool, an arrangement in which
Kennedy and colleagues created an artificial scarcity of Libby-Owens-Ford stock to drive up the value of their
own holdings in the stock. Using inside information, and the public’s lack of knowledge, a pool operator would
bribe journalists to present that information in the most advantageous manner. The stocks would then change in
price up or down depending on the position favoured by the pool.
Kennedy got out of the market in 1928, the year before the Crash, locking in multi-million dollar profits. Indeed
when the 1929 crash did come, he made money due to his short positions.

Liquor importing, movie production, property
During Prohibition, Kennedy’s company Somerset Importers became the exclusive American agent for Gordon’s
Dry Gin and Dewar’s Scotch. Anticipating the end of Prohibition he assembled a large inventory of stock that he
sold for a profit of millions of dollars when Prohibition was repealed in 1933. He invested this money in
residential and commercial real estate, the Merchandise Mart in Chicago and Hialeah Race Track in Hialeah,
Florida.
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Kennedy made a huge amount from reorganizing and refinancing several Hollywood studios. Some speculated he
enjoyed the industry because of the attractive women involved in it. Film production in the U.S. was a lot more
decentralized than it is today, with many different movie studios producing film product. One small studio was
FBO, the Film Booking Office of America, which specialized in Westerns produced cheaply. Its owner was in
financial trouble and asked Kennedy to help find a new owner. Kennedy liked the business so much he formed his
own group of investors to buy it for $1.5 million.
He then moved to Hollywood in March 1926 to focus on running the studio. Movie studios were then permitted to
own exhibition companies and often found it necessary to get their films on the big screen. With that in mind, in a
hostile buyout he acquired the Keith-Albee-Orpheum Theaters Corporation (KAO) which had more than seven
hundred vaudeville and movie theaters across the United States. He later acquired another production studio
Pathe Exchange, owned by the French giant, Path&

In October 1928, he formally merged his film companies FBO and KAO to form Radio-Keith-Orpheum (RKO)
and made a large amount of money in the process. Then, keen to buy Pantages Theater chain which had sixtythree strong-performing theaters, Kennedy made an offer of $8 million. It was declined. Joe then stopped
distributing his movies to Pantages. Still Alexander Pantages declined to sell. When Pantages was charged and
tried with rape though, his reputation took a battering and he accepted Kennedy’s revised offer of $3.5 million.
It is estimated that Kennedy made over $5 million from his investments in Hollywood. During his affair with film
star Gloria Swanson he arranged the financing for her films The Love of Sunya (1927) and the ill-fated Queen
Kelly (1928).

Public service
Joseph’s first active involvement in a national political campaign occurred during Franklin D. Roosevelt’s bid for
the Presidency. He donated, loaned, and raised a substantial amount of money for FDR’s presidential campaign.
President Roosevelt rewarded him, with an appointment as the inaugural Chairman of the U.S. Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC). Kennedy had hoped for a Cabinet post, such as Treasury.
Even Kennedy’s critics acknowledged the reforming work he performed as SEC Chairman. His knowledge of the
financial markets equipped him to identify areas requiring the attention of regulators. One of the crucial reforms
was the requirement for companies to regularly file financial statements with the SEC which broke what some
saw as an information monopoly maintained by the Morgan banking family. After serving fn this post for several
years, he resigned in 1935. President Roosevelt then asked him to chair the Maritime Commission.
During the Spanish Civil War Kennedy helped persuade President Roosevelt to stay out of the conflict arguing
that the American Catholic community sympathized with the forces of Francisco Franco.

Appeasement
In 1938, he was appointed as the United States Ambassador to the Court of St. James’s (Britain). Kennedy, of
Irish descent, hugely enjoyed his leadership position in London society, which stood in stark contrast to his
outsider status in Boston. His daughter Kathleen married the heir to the Duke of Devonshire, the head of one of
England’s grandest aristocratic families. Initially Kennedy rejected the warnings of Winston Churchill that Nazi
Germany posed a looming threat, and supported Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain’s policy of appeasement in
order to stave off a second world war that would be more horrible than the first.
As Roosevelt shifted away from neutrality toward a more aggressive anti-German policy, Kennedy had to resign
in November, 1940. Regardless, Kennedy was active in rallying Irish Democrats to Roosevelt’s reelection.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joseph P. Kennedy,_Sr.
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Kennedy was a strong supporter of offering aid to the United Kingdom and testified before Congress for 5 hours
in January, 1941 supporting the Roosevelt administration’s Lend Lease proposal. Furthermore, Kennedy also gave
a well received radio address supporting the same legislation that same month.
While his own ambitions for the White House seemed impossible to realize, he held out great hope for his eldest
son Joseph Jr. to gain the presidency. However, Joe Jr. was killed undertaking a high-risk bombing raid over
Germany. Kennedy then turned his attention to grooming the second son, John F. Kennedy, who won the 1960
election.

Stroke and retirement
On December 19, 1961, Kennedy suffered a disabling stroke which left him almost totally paralyzed and
incoherent until his death.
In the early days of his stroke, the only person who could calm him down was his beloved daughter-in-law,
Jacqueline Kennedy. The two were especially close.
JFK’s assassination in 1963 made Kennedy reluctant to support his other son Robert F. Kennedy’s bid to become
the Democratic nominee for the presidency in the 1968 elections. His fears came to pass when Sirhan Sirhan
assassinated Robert in 1968 while on the campaign trail.
After learning of Ted Kennedy’s accident involving the death of Mary Jo Kopechne in the Chappaquiddick
incident, Joseph P. Kennedy, Sr. started refusing food and became uninterested in life. He died shortly afterwards
on November 18, 1969.
Joseph Kennedy expanded the Kennedy Compound, which continues as a major center of family get-togethers.
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Robert Francis Kennedy
Attorney General of the United States
U.S. Senator - Presidential Candidate
Born at Boston, Massachusetts, November 20, 1925, he served as
a Seaman Second Class (SN2) in the United States Navy during
World War I1.
He was campaign manager for John F. Kennedy when he sought
the Presidency in 1960. He served as Attorney General in his
brother’s administration from January 1961 until his resignation on
September 3, 1964, to become a candidate for the United States
Senate from New York.
He was elected as a Democrat and served from January 3, 1965
until his death. He died from the effects of an assassin’s bullets on
June 6, 1968 at Los Angeles, California while campaigning for the
Democratic nomination for President of the United States.
He was buried in Section 45 of Arlington National Cemetery, just
steps from his brother’s gravesite, in a very rare night burial.
On June 8th, 1968, the day of Bobby’s funeral, another Kennedy
brother, U.S. Senator Edward Kennedy, eulogized:
"My brother need not be idealized, or enlarged in death beyond
what he was in life, to be remembered simply as a good decent
man, who saw wrong and tried to right it, saw suffering and tried
to heal it, saw war and tried to stop it.
"Those of us, who loved him and who take him to his rest today
pray that what he was tO us and what he wished for others will
someday come to pass for all the world.
"As he said many times, in many parts of this nation, to those he
touched and who sought to touch him: ’Some men see things as
they are and say why. I dream things that never were and say why
not.’"
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KENNEDY, John Fitzgerald, (1917- 1963)
Senate Years of Service: 1953-1960
Party: Democrat
................

KENNEDY, John Fitzgerald, (brother of
Edward M. Kennedy and Robert F. Kennedy,
grandson of John Francis Fitzgerald, and
uncle of Joseph Patrick Kennedy II and
Patrick J. Kennedy), a Representative and a
Senator from Massachusetts and 35th
President of the United States; born in
Brookline, Norfolk County, Mass., May 29,
1917; attended the public and private schools
of Brookline, Mass., Choate School,
Wallingford, Conn., the London School of
Economics at London, England, and
Princeton University; graduated from
Harvard University in 1940; attended Stanford University School of
Business; during the Second World War served as a lieutenant in the
United States Navy 1941-1945; PT boat commander in the South
Pacific; author and newspaper correspondent; elected as a Democrat to
the Eightieth, Eighty-first, and Eighty-second Congresses (January 3,
1947-January 3, 1953); did not seek renomination in 1952; elected to
the United States Senate in 1952; reelected in 1958 and served from
January 3, 1953 to December 22, 1960, when he resigned to become
President of the United States; chairman, Special Committee on the
Senate Reception Room (Eighty-fourth and Eighty-fifth Congresses);
unsuccessfully sought the Democratic vice presidential nomination in
1956; elected thirty-fifth President of the United States in 1960, and.
was inaugurated on January 20, 1961; died in Dallas, Tex., November
22, 1963, from the effects of an assassin’s bullet; remains returned to
Washington, D.C.; lay in state in the Rotunda of the U.S. Capitol,
November 24-25, 1963; interment in Arlington National Cemetery,
Arlington, Va.; posthumously awarded the Presidential Medal of
Freedom on December 6, 1993.
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TUESDAY, AUGUST 31, 2004

The Muscu lar Middle
By Jill Stewart
When Arnold Schwarzenegger speaks tonight
at the Republican National Convention, there’s
every likelihood the media will miss the import
of who and what Mr. Schwarzenegger is. It’s
tough for journalists to see past their own conventional wisdom-so you’ll hear plenty about
how surprised pundits are that a global superstar has become a highly effective governor, and
plenty about how his liberal-to-moderate social
views are giving his conservative party ulcers.
Neither of these predigested storylines is incorrect, of course. Wall Street is so approving of
the governor’s steady hand (he switched off the
auto-pilot left on by Gray Davis and the long-ruling Democrats in the legislature, slashing expected spending for 2004-05 by $8 billion), that
S&P has just upgraded California’s credit rating
from "BBB" to "A- Stable," the third upgrade
from a rating agency in four months. Moreover,
Mr. Schwarzenegger is pushing an unprecedented effort to force performance measures
upon the state’s moribund, 325,000-stroug bureaucracy. And he’s endearing himself to Californians by moving to keep a series of campaign
promises, from rolling back a terrorist-friendly
law that handed unrestricted driver’s licenses to
illegal aliens, to wresting away the corrupt
worker-comp system from the doctors, lawyers
and uninjured workers who milked the state
dry.
Mr. Schwarzenegger has done all this while
failing to toe the GOP line on issues including
abortion and the environment-and boy, does
that bothe.r the media! In a teleconference last
week, the national media peppered his staff with
disingenuous questions about how he gets away
with being pro-cboice. The precooked aber-story,
which journalists are determined to tell, is that
Mr. Schwarzenegger is a facade for George
Bush, painted onto the podium in New Yo~k
to lure moderate voters to the polls and obscure the party’s true troglodyte nature.

f

The real story, however, is that Mr.
Schwarzenegger is the new face of moderate,
mixed-bag, political-mutt America-the great
Muscular Middle, as it were. And he’s ~idiug the
crest of a big-tent movement in the Republican
Party that threatens to leave the increasingly
ossified Democratic Party behind. It’s no coincidence that four moderate Republicans-Mr.
Schwarzenegger, John McCaln, Rudy Giuliani
and Colin Powell-are the most popular political
figures in America. The Democrats can point to
no corollary Big Moderates with that level of
authority. Each of these superstars is first and
foremost a pragmatic problem-solver who can’t
be bought and speaks his mind. The Democrats
must dig deep into their ranks to find the same.
Why is this intriguing leadership emerging

from the Republicans? W .ql, as Mr. Schwarzenegget says, "the political a :tion in the future-it’s
all going to be in the niddle, because that’s
where most people in th ~ country today are."
As a Republican with a passion for economic
theory, Mr. Schwarzenegger understands that
most Americans aren’t ldind backers of big la-

local statehouses and Congress.
Mr. Schwarzenegger gets what’s going on.,.i
perhaps better than other top Republican moder~,
ates, and certainly better than Democratic ones L,
Both parties have allowed huge special interests
to become the tails wagging their dogs, but the
California governor is staking out the radical.,
center. And he’s been richly rewarded for it.
Field Poll and others show that he enjoys a highBehold Mr. Sciwarzenegger,
flying 65% approval rating in California. He has:.
broad support from Schwarzenegger Democrat},.
the GOP’s "pr~blem-solver:
who put him in office, and almost unanimous
support from Republicans. Importantly, his poll,
bor, and embrace the ca] ~italist system that cre- numbers ticked upward after he dubbed Califor=,.
ates jobs and growth. Bt t unlike traditional Re- nia’s Democrat lawmakers "girlie men" for bepublican leaders, Mr. Scl |warzenegger also real- ing so deeply beholden to special interests tha~izes that most American,, are environmentalists. they fought cuts in California’s deficit-ridden..
Even Republican voters : ~trongly support the en- budget.
vironment in polls, thou~’h you wouldn’t know it
The California political media blew that"
from media coverage fl~at ignores voters and
story, naturally. Reporters helped promote topfocuses on Republican leadership.
Democrats’ claims that the governor’s "girlies,
Thus free-marketeer Schwarzenegger is both man" comment was homophobic or antigirl. Mr.
pushing to remove unwarranted regulations, Schwarzenegger could barely keep a straight’~
while nudging his party toward environmental face as he goodnaturedly swatted away the whim,,
innovations that hearken to the ers. He was speaking past-the media and di~
days when Nixon ushered in rectly to the vast middle. Even if voters can’t’*
the Clean Water Act-the first articulate their unease, they’re sick of gutless~
sweeping federal protection of politicians who, in California’s case, serve pul~::
the environment. Mr. lic-employee unions that underwrite their cam,~’
Schwarzenegger not only paigns, while enacting laws which batter the,,
personally believes that the small businesses that drive the state’s econom~o
It’s no surprise that Mr. Schwarzenegger’s~:
loudest critics are not on the religious right’;’
which begrudgingly accepts him, but on the’
left. The Socialism-Lite faction that controlsthe California legislature includes the influeff-~
tial Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender.
Caucus and the powerful Latino ~aucus. Their~
fight to maintain a broken system for nmniff~"
California government stands in stark contr~t"
to the increasingly expansive approach take~r’
by California Republicans-continually
deal forward by Mr. Schwarzenegger.
While the Democrats hew to narrow ideology on tax relief, education, immigration,,
business and other key issues, Republicans,
are pushing broader ideas. For us politicah
mutts, it’s fascinating to watch Mr. Schwarzene~:~
economy can boom amidst dramatic environmen- ger shrug off the worst of both parties and offer
tal initiatives, but he’s aware that most Ameri- up tent-broadening proposals.
,,,
can children are committed environmentalists
Most Americans describe themselves
due to classroom force-feeding on the dangers of "moderates," and many are still surprisingly
landfills and pollution. Like it or not, those are soft on their choice for president-not nearly as.:
the future voters.
"polarized" as the crisis-driven media like
Similarly, his moderate take on abortion-with- maintain. Against this backdrop, Mr.
restrictions is far more in tune with what most Schwarzenegger is leading a movement
Americans-including Republican voters-actu- could grow well beyond California, as voters el~!(:
ally believe. Zogby and other polls show that where begin to move to the Muscular Middle and
Republican voters do not rank abortion at, or demand similar leaders who embrace non-ide~’-’~.
near, the top of issues that influence their vote. logical problem-solving.
This reality is somewhat stunning, given that
Ms. Stewart writes about California politics
the media harp on abortion in races for most her syndicated column, "Capitol Punishment."
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Andre Watts
1946Nationality: American
Occupation: Pianist

INTRODUCTION
Andre Watts is the first African-American concert pianist to achieve international superstardom.
Critics have called Watts electrifying, sensational, dating, colorful, imaginative, powerful, and a
supervirtuoso. One of today’s celebrated superstars, Watts burst on the Philadelphia music scene at
age nine and the world music scene at age 16. He has subsequently performed all over the globe,
always receiving rave reviews. Born June 20, 1946, in Nuremburg, Germany, the son of an African
American career soldier, sergeant Herman Watts, and a Hungarian mother, Maria Alexandra
Gusmits, Watts lived in Europe, mostly near army posts, until the age of eight. A change in his
father’s military assignment caused the family to move to the United States and settle in
Philadelphia.

PERSONAL
Addresses: Current address: c/o IMB Artists, 22 East 71st Street, New York, NY 10021.

NARRATIVE ESSAY:
The family unit remained intact until 1962, when Herman and Mafia were divorced. Mafia Watts
insists that it was not a question of the husband deserting the family. Andre remained with his
mother, whom he credits with considerable influence in his development. In an interview for the
New York Times Magazine, Watts described his mother as "a very sharp woman. She never tells
me that my performances are unqualified successes, always picks out some obscure passage that
needs polishing." Mafia Watts worked to support herself and young Andre, first as a secretary and
later as a receptionist in an art gallery.
Watts began studying the violin at age four. By the time he was six he made it known that his
preference was for the piano, so his mother, a pianist herself, gave him his first lessons. As is
frequently the case, he loved to play but hated to practice. When his habit persisted, his mother
began relaying stories of her countryman, pianist and composer Franz Liszt, emphasizing the fact
that he practiced faithfully. Liszt soon became Watts’s hero, and he even adopted Liszt’s bravura
playing style.
In Philadelphia, Watts went first to a Quaker school, then to a parochial one, then to Lincoln
Preparatory School. He was also enrolled at the Philadelphia Academy of Music, where he studied
with Genia Robinor, Doris Bawden, and Clement Petrillo, graduating in June 1963. It is said that
with his huge hands, he always painted in full colors.
Watts entered his first competition at age nine, competing with 40 other gifted youngsters for an
opportunity to appear in one of the Philadelphia Orchestra’s Children’s Concerts. Watts won the
competition and with this accomplishment successfully launched his career. He performed a Franz
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Joseph Haydn piano concerto. At age ten, he performed the Felix Mendelssohn G minor concerto
with the Robin Hood Dell Orchestra and at 14, Cesar Franck’s Symphonic Variations, again with
the Philadelphia Orchestra.
When Watts was 16, he auditioned at Carnegie Recital Hall before three New York Philharmonic
assistant conductors and Leonard Bernstein’s secretary. The group applauded his audition
performance, moving him on to the maestro himself--Bernstein--and the finals, where things went
equally well. Watts had little awareness of what this event could make possible. Watts recalled the
experience several years later for joumalist Norman Schreiber, Watts said: Hey my teacher was
there; my mother was there; they were going to be really bummed out if I played like a pig. I would
feel miserable. I also realized it would be good for you if other people like your playing.
Watts played Liszt’s E-flat Concerto at Lincoln Center with the New York Philharmonic,
conducted by Leonard Bernstein. A Young People’s Concert, the program was taped three days
earlier than it was shown on CBS television on January 15, 1963. Bernstein introduced the young
pianist to the national audience. Less than three weeks after he was soloist for the Young People’s
Concert, Bemstein asked Watts to substitute for an ailing Glenn Gould, who was the scheduled
soloist for the New York Philharmonic’s regular subscription concert on January 1, 1963. Again
Watts performed the Liszt E flat Concerto. So spectacular was this performance that he made
international headlines and Columbia recorded an LP entitled, The Exciting Debut of Andre Watts.
Time magazine quoted the liner notes: ... Andre approached the piece as a tone poem. In scherzo
passages, he had the speed and power necessary to dignify his delicately poetic ideas of the slow
pianissimos. His singing tone stayed with him in every mood of his varied approach, and when he
had sounded his final cadenza, the whole orchestra stood with the audience to applaud him. Even
the Philharmonic fiddlers put down their bows and gustily clapped hands.

ENTERS CONCERT LIFE
Following his debut, Watts’s manager restricted him to a limited number of engagements: the first
year, six concerts; the next, 12 concerts; the next 15 concerts, and so on. His mother and manager,
decided that his entry into concert life would be gradual. In addition, success would not isolate him
from his classmates. His English and American history instructor, Roy Cusumano wrote in
International Musician, "he became friendlier and more responsive." Gradually the number of
concerts increased, reaching 150 by the mid-1970s. By then Watts was performing about eight
months out of the year. In the late 1990s, he fulfilled roughly 100 engagements per year, divided
between concert appearances and solo recitals.
Though he attained celebrity status at an early age, Watts continued to study with the noted pianist
and teacher Leon Fleisher. Following high school graduation, Watts began to study part-time for a
bachelor of music degree at Peabody Institute in Baltimore, where Fleisher was a member of the
faculty. He graduated in 1972.
In July 1963, Watts appeared at New York City’s Lewisohn Stadium with Seiji Ozawa and the
New York Philharmonic, performing Camille Saint-Saen’s Concert No. 2 in G minor. In
September 1963, he again performed the Liszt concerto at the Hollywood Bowl. He opened the
1964--65 National Symphony Orchestra’s season in Washington, D.C., performing the Saint-Saens
concerto. He returned to New York in January 1965 to perform Chopin’s Concerto No. 2 in F
minor with the Philharmonic.
Watts made his European debut in a London performance with the London Symphony Orchestra in
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June 1966. Shortly thereafter he appeared with the Concertgebouw Orchestra in Amsterdam,
Holland. In October of the same year, he made his New York recital debut, opening the Great
Performers Series at Philharmonic Hall. He made his debut in Berlin, Germany, also in 1966, when
he performed with the Berlin Philharmonic under the leadership of Zubin Mehta.
Watts embarked on a three-month world concert tour beginning in September of 1967, under the
auspices of the U.S. Department of State. He celebrated his twenty-first birthday by signing a
long-term exclusive contract with CBS Records. By 1969 he was on a full-scale concert schedule,
booked three seasons in advance.

MAKES PUBLIC IMPACT ON TELEVISION
Anniversaries were becoming more and more frequent. Though only 30 at the time, he celebrated
his tenth consecutive appearance in Lincoln Center’s Great Performance Series at Avery Fischer
Hall in 1976. Since he was the first classical artist to make his initial public impact through
television, the producers believed that his should be the first solo recital televised live in its
entirety from Lincoln Center. Watts’s relationship with television in the field of classical music is
unique. His PBS Sunday afternoon telecast in 1976 was the first solo recital presented on Live from
Lincoln Center and the first full-length recital to be aired nationally in prime time. The 1988--89
season offered a televised concert featuring the Shostakovich First Piano Concerto, performed with
the Philadelphia Orchestra, with Watts doubling as piano soloist and program host.
In June and July 1974 he made a five-week tour of Japan and made summer appearances at the
Hollywood Bowl, Ambler, Ravinia, and Concord festivals. Between recitals and orchestral
appearances throughout the United States, there were two European tours during the 1975--76
season. Unlike many other proteges, Watts lived up to his early promise and was a greater
sensation as time moved on. A 1975 press release from the Judd Concert Bureau described Watts
as: Serious-minded and worldwise...Watts dresses conservatively and comes on rather like a
mature college professor as he talks soberly of the artist’s responsibilities to society. He is not for
the gimmick of any kind, plays his programs straight and shies away from publicity not specifically
related to his metier ....
Watts decribed the playing experience to James Conaway of the New York Times: My greatest
satisfaction is performing. The ego is a big part of it, but far from all. Performing is my way of
being part of humanity--of sharing. I don’t want to play for a few people, I want to play for
thousands .... There’s something beautiful about having an entire audience hanging on a single
note. I’d rather have a standing ovation than have some chick come backstage and tell me how
great I was.
In 1964 the National Academy of Recording Artists and Sciences presented Watts with a Grammy
Award and in February 1973 he was selected as Musical America’s Musician of the Month. Other
honors and awards include honorary doctorates from Albright College and Yale University, the
Order of the Zaire from that African country, and a University of the Arts Medal from the
University of the Arts in Philadelphia.
Still in great demand after performing more than 30 years, Watts was asked by Mark Adams for
the Washington Post about the 1991 winner of the Naumberg Piano Competition, "a black whiz
kid with dreadlocks named Awadagin Pratt." Watts’s response was, "This is not an unfillable
position." Thirty-three years after his first recording, 1995 and 1996 reviewers still raved over
Watts’s performances of Tchiakovsky’s Piano Concert No. 1, Saint-Saens’s Piano Concerto No. 2
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with the Atlanta Symphony, MacDowell’s Piano Concerto No. 2, and Liszt’s Piano Concertos Nos.
1 & 2 with the Dallas Symphony.
At age 50, Watts remains one of the world’s "greatest in demand" pianists, both as recitalist and
concert soloist. He continues to perform on the world’s most important concert stages and with the
world’s most celebrated orchestras and conductors.
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American Conservatism/By James Q. Wilson

The Family Way
On the deepest matters of cultural and soda]
affairs, the best guide is to reflect on human
experience. This means looking backward at
those experiences, and conservatives are more
inclined to do this than are liberals. Conservatives get a lot of grief for this. After all, looking
backward sometimes means [ailing to endorse
bold and desirable changes.
One such change was the guess by a few men
in Philadelphia in the 18th century that a government based on a written constitution, federalism, separated powers and carefully defined authority would succeed in rationalizing, the need
for human freedom with the imperativ~es of national defense. Another was the argument in the
1960s that legislati.on endorsing civil rights was a
good idea. Both were very good guesses.

take innocent victims. Matters are not as bad as
when the gangs of New York dominated the Five
Points area of Manhattan in the 19th century,
but they are hardly as good as one would hope,
given the general progress of the nation. In 2002
my city, Los Angeles, had more than 600 homicides, more than any year since 1996. The biggest increase came from gang killings.
Everyone knows these facts, and many public
officials struggle~to cope by designing new police
strategies, mounting campaigns to improve education or supply jobs, or supporting church and

Our stability and prosperity ]
lie in the two-parent home.
other groups that struggle to cope with the prob-

crime. While it is true that both poor people and
African-Americans commit more crime than do
wealthier and white ones, the sociologist Robert
Sampson has shown that in poor neighborhoods
the rate of violent crime is much more strongly
correlated with family disorganization than ft is
with race. William Galston, once an assistant to
President Clinton, put the matter simply. To
avoid poverty, do three things: finish high
school, marry before having a child, and produce the child after you are 20 years old. Only 8%
of people who do all three will be poor;.of those
who fail to do them, 79% will be poor.
The central question, then, becomes a search
for the reasons that families are weak. In my
judgment, they are weak in large measure because of broad, long-tasting cultural changes in
Western society, changes that for blacks were
made even worse by the legacy of slavery. Westerners have sought personal emancipation, at
first from kings and bishops, then from social
pressures and customary expectations, and now
from familial obligations. Enslaved blacks were
never allowed to form families at all so that,
when emancipation finally came, there was no
lasting tradition of family life that could support
newly freed people who were cast out into a
still-segregated society.

But it is far from clear that .better policing
But in my view these successful examples of lem.education,
or more jobs, will produce any
looking forward do not bear on cultural and so- and
fundamental,
changes.
Many people have arcial policy. The Constitutional Convention and gued, rightly, that the core
problem is the weakthe civil rights movement were guesses about ness of families. Two-parent
do some
how to create new political and leggl institutions. obvious things. They providefamilies
more people to
Today, however, many of our most important watch over and care for children,
and they supproblems are about how we live with one anply
male
role
models
for
young
boys.
And thege
other. To think about these clearly, we must understand our centuries-old experience with love, aren’t mere conservative shibboleths.
honor, loyalty, friendship, family and patriotism. There are some other benefits that are often
These feelings shape child-rearing, decent overlooked. An employed father helps persuade
Looking backward makes the importance of
conduct and personal integrity. Almost every- a young boy that getting a job makes more sense families obvious. Looking forward makes famithan hanging out on a street corner, even if the
body wants these things, but many of us try to job
they get does not pay much. When there is lies look like an outmoded television sketch
alter the human emotions that supply them. The
no
father,
the boy is likely to think that his goal called, variously, "Leave It to Beaver" or "Ozzie
past provides guides about how people in fact
and Harriet." To many Americans who look backlive and think; the future supplies theories about is to do what other boys do-become a stud, join ward~conservatives: in the main-maintaining
a
gang,
steal
money
and
sell
drugs.
how people might live and think, provided a
the family, albeit one with some changed-human
And fathers help protect their families. They dimensions (such as greater, freedom for
variety of assumptions are somehow met. But
the assumptions are rarely met. I am struck by are the first line of defense, guarding their wives women), is vitally important. To many who ,look
how often in the past half-century, looking back- and children from unsavory lures and dangerous forward, the family is much less important than
ward-the conservative way-has provided a bet- predators. The police, by contrast, are what an female emancipation, personal self-expression
old friend of mine once called linebackers:’They and economic careers. Much the same thing
ter guide to action than has looking forward.
Families were created to make up for what can at best fill in when the fathers’ defensive could be said about learning, civility, respect
gets a hole ptmched in it. Without active and and patriotism. They constitute reasonable and,
evolution did not provide, namely a way by line
which men could be induced to support the chil- committed fathers, boys are alone in a risky time-tested barriers within which our desire for
dren they beget and care for the women they world, making gangs look attractive. Their bud- self-expression can operate.
impregnate. But since marriage is a social inven- dies provide what fathers cannot-self-defense.
In this country, looking backward at fundaThe evidence that mother-only families con- mental human affairs has another great advantio,n, we have learned how it can be undercut by
people who think that their lives will be fuller,. tribute to crime is powerful. When two scholars tage: It reminds many. of us of the greatness of
their opportunities greater,, and their burdens studied data from the National Longitudinal our country. And for some people, looking forfewer ff they are allowed to treat sex as recreStudy of Youth, they found that, after holding ward is a way of showing how tmhappy they are
ation, Children as toys, and income as an obliga- income constant, young people in father-absent with that country.
tion of government rather than a result of work. families were twice aS likely to be in jail as were Mr. Wilson is the author, most recently, of
In our prosperous nation, there exist commu- those in two-parent families. And their lives did "The Marriage Problem" (HarperCollins, 2002).
nities dominated by gangs, criminality and drug not improve if their mother had acquired a step- An emeritus professor at UCLA, he teaches at
sales. In every big city, a rising murder rate is father. Fill-in dads don’t improve matters any Pepperdine University.
usually associated with struggles between gangs more than do fatter government checks.
and among young men. These neighborhoods
Family disorganization is more important
are the scene of drive-by shootings that often than either race or income in explaining violent
This is the sixth m an occasional series.
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Thinking Things Over/By Robert L. Bartley

A FewFinal Words as Editor

I

’ll write this column, God willing,
for years to come. Yet this is the last
one while I’m editor of The _Wall
Street Journal-an occasion to give some
thanks and even to brag a bit.
On Jan. 1, I’ll assume the exalted title
of editor emeritus; Thinking Things Over
is traditionally a former editor’s column,
under Vermont Royster, William Henry
Grimes and Thomas Woodlock. ! got rolling a bit early because of my record tenare of 30 years as editor and editorial
page editor. My reflections on the public
issues of those decades were published
Nov. 20; now a few further words on journalistic stewardship.
When I took over in 1972, the editorial
page was one page of a one-section paper
with a maximum of 48 pages. It already
had a distinguished history, however.
The Journal’s first two Pulitzer Prizes
had been for editorial writing, to Mr.
Grimes in 1947 and Mr. Royster in 1953.
Our one page covered the universe, not
only politics and business, but distinguished criticism of books and arts.
The one,page became the editorial
pages, plural, as the paper expanded to
accommodate demand by readers and advertisers. In 1978 we started an extra
weekly page for leisure and arts. With the
advent of the two-section Journal, we
started a daily.op-ed page in 1981, and a
dally leisure and arts page in 1983. An
editorial page reporting to New York was
a standard feature of The Wall Street Journal Europe from its inception in 1983, and
was added to The Asian Wall Street Joarnal in 1984. The Weekend Journal in 1998
included much of our criticism and also a
new editorial page entitled Taste.
In the electronic realm, WSJ.com, the
most successful subscription .site on the

i

Internet, included the editorial page.
And in the year 2000 we launched a free
editorial-page site, Opinion Journal.corn,
an instant success in what’s now called
the blogosphere. And for the last year,
our editorial board has been hosted by
Stuart Varney Friday nights on CNBC.
For all this good fortune, my primary
thanks goes to the management of the
Journal and Dow Jones. Its support
started with my appointment at a young
age, and continued to a glittering valedictory address broadcast on C-Span this
fall. I also give thanks to those who came
to give plaudits, to Jack Kemp, Theodore
Olson and especially Henry Kissinger,
whom I met crossing swords years ago.
Outsiders will find it hard to believe
the independence I’ve been given. Of
coarse management does and should participate in shaping editorial policy, above
all with ’the selection of an editor, and
with ongoing comments and critiques.

support vital to anyone who traffics in truth, his counsel advised him to sue
controversy. We supported proposals to
again, he declined, and no further Rusend fixed commissions at the New York sian suits followed.
Stock Exchange, and its chairman came
Paul Gigot, Cho apologized in Sinto object to Mr. Phillips and me. The gapore, now takes over this little empire
writer of the editorial asked nervously as editor of the editorial page. Co-apolohow it went, and I said oar chairman gist Melanie Kirkpatrick is associate edithought the meeting lasted 20 minutes
tor in charge of the editoritoo long. I also recall an interals. Gordon Crovitz, first edinal editors’ meeting at which
torial page editor in Europe
he commented that hack in
and point man in our fathe early days a lot of.people
mous disagreement with our
were trying to get him to fire
own news department over
Bartley; I responded, "you
Michael Milken and insider
mean they’ve stopped."
trading, now runs the elecNot, of course, that everytronic half of Dow Jones.
thing was sweetness and
Our e-mails show that
light. Our famous spat with
viewers have noticed the TV
Singapore started with an edventure is currently in
itorial; without real consultalimbo; they’re entitled to
tion, I was ordered to have
know we’re n~gotiating with
my people apologize. This
CNBC, an important busipredictably fed the fires,
ness partner. Our program
quickly involving not only
built a strongly loyal audithe Asian Journal but the Far
ence, but TV dictates its
Robert
L.
Bartley
the last time I was a.s~ed in Eastern Economic Review.
own priorities. Even if we
advance what position we d take
My remonstrances did
Jail to find a mutually satis:
on a purely public issue,I dis- lead to a world-wide search for a better factory format and time slot for a new
tinctly remember, was the morning of Commonwealth libel lawyer, giving us season, it’s been a rewarding experiAug. 6, 1974. The Nixon "smoking gun" the now-preeminent one, Geoffrey Rob- ence, and I’m grateful to CNBC for the
tapes had just been released. I’d earlier ertson; QC. We eventually solved the Sin- opportunity.
followed the late Alexander Bickel in de- gapore problem, withdrawing oar remainfending the president’s right to fire inde- ing circulation’ there, and paying dampendent counsel Archibald Cox. My boss
inally, I’m grateful to the support
ages and costs in a libel suit by Lee Kuan
of all our readers. A newspaper,
Warren Phillips was naturally curious Yew. We’ve returned, and relations are
about what his 34-year-old editor was go- good.
above all an editorial page, is a
ing to say. I’d already written a lead paracommunity
venture in which the audiManagement applied the Singapore
graph saying that this evidence was clear
ence participates. I’ll start my new venue
lesson to a lawsuit against the European
enough for impeachment and that "the
Journal in Britain by Russian tycoon by taking two weeks off, and will be back
nation can now take this momentous step
Vladimir .Gusinsky. We fought back- Jan. 20. So let me leave you a final
in a spirit approaching unity." That was very .un-British-and won a favorable set- thought as editor: Journalistically, my
enough for the chairman, for that issue tlement, with the help of my buttonholing proudest boast is that I’ve run the only
and, it eventuated, all succeeding ones.
Mr. Gusinsky personally at the Davos editorial page in the country that actually sells newspapers.
This translated, too, into the external conference. We then republished the

yet
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Booksheff / By Newt Gingrieh

His Heartand Mind
Have you noticed that Bob Woodward administration, but’they are
describes . elsewhere..
has a new book’out? ~Of course you have. usually trivial. Governance is ’
From. the .first day of the
¯ "Bush at War," like every other Wood- . really about refocusing masterror war, the president ¯
ward effort in recent years,, seems tOen, sive bureaucracies. In that conwas engaged in multilatjoy a kingly position in the media’s busy text, Mr. Tenet managed to suberal meetings, phone
realm: front-page features, fawning au- ordinate, to good effect, the opcalls and visits. And the
deferential chats on TV ¯ erational side of the CIA to CenCentral Conimand hitalk shows. It’s enough to inspire a cer- trul Command. Meanwhile, the
eludes ~ representatives
tain skepticism.
Rumsfeld-Franks team
from a Coalition of 47
countries .working with
But it shouldn’t, necessarily.. Mr. blended the talents of the.
Gen.. Franks. and his
Weodwayd is a serious, hard-worklng armed ~; services-breaking
staff. If this is not multio
journalist who writes well, and "Bush at down old divisions between:
War" "is a good bridge from the news them-so.that, for instance, a
¯ later~ism~ what is?
soldier
on
horseback~
equipped
magazines to the history books. It offers
onelast notei Confian intimate angle on the inner workings with a GPS.and a laser desi~a¯ dentlality and secrecy go.
tor,
cohld
.direct
precisionof presidential decision-making: .
A olom look at presi- " to the heart of governing
munitions to their tar- decal decisio~m~klng...in wartime..Some of
Still, the account in "Bush at War"is; . guided,
gets
and
follow
up
on
the
for all its virtues, constricted by Washiug- ¯ ground. This was ~ new.w~y of An accurate one, ~oo? . what is contained in this
book Should be deeply
tonian myopia and limited perspectives. waging war..
troubling to the Bush administration and
It is veryi~0rmadve .but onl£.if you
Despite some negative characteriza- to those who worry about nationat secuknow in advance the biases that detertions, I~oth President Bush andMr. rity. Mr. Woodward admits that ’~his book
mine its value.
one can’t helping feeling, for in- Cheney come through as strong leaders. includes contemporaneous notes taken durtimes, however, Mr. Woodward seems ing more than 50 National Security Coancil
stance, that the people who collaborated At
with Colin
Mr. Woodward the most fared the to be trying to satisfy the elite’media’s
¯
need
to believe that someone they like
best.
Powell, the secretary of state,
of the President and the war cabinet
and Rich Armitage, his deputy, gaveMr. and t~’ust is behind.the scenes attempting tions
Woodward the best material, witha close to mold an uninformed man from Texas members come from these notes." He goes
hito someone respectable and ~non-right- ¯ on to assert that %vat planning and war
¯
]l wing. Mr. Woodward refers to "an o~go- making involve seeret information. I hm,e
$U$11 A]’ W,~.ll
| ing struggle for the president’s heart and used ageod deal of it:"
¯By Bo5 Woodward
.. [[ mind as he ~ttempted to balanc~ his uniItmakes no sense for .an administra(S mort & Schuster, 376 pages, $2e)/I, lateralist imptflses with some internaa~ tional realittes."
tion that has jealously guarded its execusecond from George Tenet, the CIA’s di- " ~ This is a Woodward fantasy. While tive privilege to allow,a reporter the acrector. Vice President Dick Cheney and President Bush is open to new informa- cess it denies to members of Congress.
Donald Rumsfeld, ’ the secretary of de- tion and is willing to listen to many opin- Most important, presidential advisers
lense seem either~o have not coop~ra.tod ions, ! know of no one who believes there should not have to worry that the!r
or to have cooperated D’udglngly. They is a Straggle for his heart and mind. He thoughts and judgments" might selec.
do not come off as well.
is ~omfortable as commander hi chief tively appear hi a book by Bob WoodThe result is a world biased toward and confident, too, his heart and mind ward, whether this one or the next one.
Mr. Powell and the CIA. ~nterestingly, a fully formed and integrated. ¯
bias toward Mr. Powell (generally porMr. aingri~o former speaker of the
Moreover, the line about "uullateralist
t rayed as wise, thoughtful and moderate) impulses
and. international realities" House, is a senior follow at the American
is not a bias toward the State Depart, ¯ does not square
with what Mr. Woodward
merit bec.ause, as Mr. woodward makes
clear, Mr. Powell is an entity tmto him~
self. By contrast, a bias toward Mr. Tenet
is indeed a bias toward the CIA, but I see
nothing wrong with that. It is clear that
Mr. Tenet is trying to rebuild the morale
of an agency savaged by years of a~
from the press, liberal Democrats and a
Clinton administration that systemati?
cally anderfunded and weakenedit.
The world, for Mr. Woodward, is
Washington, and the Washington meettrigs he attended define his reality. It is
indisputable that Gen. Tommy Franks .
and the.~.S, Central Command (based in
Tampa, Fla3 werethe key t~ winning the
war in Afghanistan, but they are given
short shrift in Mr. Weodward’s account
since neither Gen. Franks nor Mr. Rumsreid was willing to talk to him during the.

l[

hig, including the use of air power, air
¯ . transport and satellite communications

hi Afgha~tan, and the extraordinary

coordination b~twe~n the CIA.and the
military. You would ¯never knew it from.
"Bush at War;" but Afghanistan was
Tommy Franks’s victory fully as much as ¯
Desert S~orm was Norm Schwarzkopf’s: Mr. Woodward writes: abOUt a WashI of personal siw_ggles and soapevents. These are part of any

Richard M. Nixon 1969-1974"
TOM ~~TICKER.
Journalist, Novelist, and Nixon Biographer

Years ago, in what seems now like another worH, I went to Stockholm as a
columnist for The New York Times and interviewed the late Olof Palme, the Swedish prime
minister. Before I could ask a question, he said to me:
"I was in Paris yesterday for the funeral of President Pompidou, and I met your
President Nixon."
"What did you think of him?" I asked.
Palme’s eyes widened and he leaned toward me to whisper conspiratorially:
"He was wearing pancake makeup!"
That’s not an unfitting description of a man who sometimes thrived on, sometimes
suffered from, and was a genuine pioneer of tdevision. The morning after Nixon delivered
his famous "Checkers" speech in 1952, defending himsdf from charges of accepting improper
contributions, to what was then the biggest TV audience ever assembled in the United
States, the waitresses in a Missoula, Montana, coffee shop "damn near fainted" when they
saw Nixon enter-but not, his friend and later Secretary of State William P. Rogers recalls,
because he was running for Vice President. They might not even have known that. They
were excited because, the night before, they had seen him on television, then a new and
mysterious medium.
In the 1950s, when he was Vice President carrying much of the political burden for
President Eisenhower, Nixon’s beard-shadowed face and upturned nose became familiar to
the increasing number of Americans who owned TV sets. By 1960, he was running for President
against John F. Kennedy; and when the two engaged in the first of the tdevised debates
that have since become common campaign events, the watching audience was the first to
surpass in numbers the one that had watched the Checkers speech eight years earlier.
Thus, Nixon was a star attraction for the first two big national television audiences,
as TV was beginning to transform American politics and American life. It transformed
Nixon, too; he learned at least two hard lessons from that first debate.
One was: Never give your opponent an even break. In early 1960, Nixon was inaccurately regarded as the natural as well as the chosen heir to President Eisenhower, and as
one whose vice presidential experience made him far more ready to be President than the
lesser known Kennedy. Those who watch tapes of that first debate today won’t find much
difference in the capacity the two men showed. What did matter was that Kennedy proved
to be as knowledgeable as Nixon; and after that, Nixon’s advantage as the supposedly more
experienced man was gone forever. Giving a lesser known opponent the opportunity to
show his wares before that record-setting audience probably cost Nixon his first chance at
the presidency.
* From CHARACTER ABOVE ALL edited by Robert A. Wilson. Copyright @ 1995 by Robert A.
Wilson. Reprinted by permission of Simon and Schuster, Inc.
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The second lesson was that Kennedy looked better than Nixon, who had recently been
ill, had a tendency to perspire, and suffered a lifelong case of five o’clock shadow. And as
candidates wall know today, but did not necessarily realize thirty-five years ago, appearance
and manner count more on TV than substance. Nixon’s gaunt and sweating face was not
attractive, nor did his staff’s inept use of makeup hide his beard shadow. So when Nixon
met Olof Palme in Paris more than a decade later, he was wearing plenty of pancake makeup
and was ready for any camera that might turn up.
Tdevision thus had a large part in "making" Nixon in the fifties and then helped to
"break" him in 1960. As the world came to know, however, the man was nothing if not
indomitable. When he again ran for President in 1968, he used TV as skillfully as any
candidate had, up to then; he may have been the first president elected l~rimarily because of
television. His commercials were candid shots of Nixon in action and at his best before
carefully screened audiences; his so-called tdethons were an early version of the now familiar
"town meeting" campaign style; and both were expertly tailored to make him look like
your friendly neighbor, rather than the unshaven menace pictured in Herblock cartoons.
Television’s huge role in Nixon’s career continued into his presidency. In 1969, with
a single nationally tdevised speech he reversed a tide of opposition to the war in Vietnam,
ff only temporarily. But in the seventies, in the throes of Watergate, and especially in some
bear-pit news conferences, the TV cameras showed him to the nation at his defiant and
unconvindng worst.
It’s fitting, for another reason, to think of Richard Milhous Nixon in the context of
the tdevision era, which began at about the same time as his political career, in the early
postwar years. Television is a medium that can cruelly expose, as it did Nixon’s unattractive
appearance in the first debate with ~K; but it’s also a medium through which contrived
and artfully presented images can be convincing to a host of viewers, as were his commercials
in 1968. And with rare exceptions like the 1960 debate, what the public usually saw of
Nixon, on TV or in person, was contrived and artfully presented.
That’s not quite as damning as the bhnt statement may make it seem. l~or in my
judgment, tLichard Nixon was an introvert in the extroverted calling of the politidan. And
as ff that were not problem enough for him, he’ was an intellectual appealing to a public
that puts low value on eggheads. I don’t mean an intdlectual in the stereotypical sense of
a cloistered scholar; I mean that Nixon was a highly intdligent man who relied greatly on
his own intelligence and that of others, who had a considerable capacity to read and understand
technical papers, who retreated to a room alone and wrote in longhand on a yellow legal
pad the gist of his major speeches, who impressed associates with his ability to evaluate
disinterestedly the pros and cons of a problem, who in the opinion of Arthur Bums, whom
he appointed to head the Federal l~eserve, could have "hdd down a chair in political science
of law in any of our major universities."
Any number of Richard Nixon’s associates will tell you that glad-handing and pressing
the flesh did not come naturally or congenially to him. When closely observed, he always
seemed somehow ill at ease. His gestures when he spoke-the counting of points on the
fingers, the arms upstretched in the victory sign or sweeping around his body like a matador
flicking a cape before a bull-the body language always seemed a little out of sync with
what he was saying, as ff a sound track were running a little ahead of or behind its film.
Lyndon Johnson once called him a "chronic campaigner" but Nixon actually shrank
from the accuitomed rituals of politics. In an intbrview early in his career, he told columnist
Stewart Alsop: ’.’I’m fundamentally relatively shy. It doesn’t come naturally to me to be a
buddy-buddy boy... I can’t really let my hair down with anyone." Yet he forced himself
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to engage, sometimes even to excel, in the exhibitionary skills of campaigning over a political
career that lasted nearly thirty years- a remarkably successful career during which he served
in both houses of Congress and as Vice President, was twice elected President of the United
States, and became the only American other than Franklin Roosevelt to be nominated by
a major party on five national tickets.
Ray Price, Nixon’s highly respected aide before, during, and after the White House
years, told me that throughout that career Nixon presented to the general public a false
image of himself. Not, Price insisted, the common politician’s deception of claiming to be
smarter, more courageous, better qualified than he or she actually is. Rather, Nixon’s pretense
was to be less than he was-less thoughtful, less introverted, less skeptical and analytical, less
cerebral-to present himself deliberately as an Average American: patriotic, conventionally
religious and responsible, gregarious, sports-loving; hardworking and hard-nosed.
One can only imagine what maintaining that appearance must have cost, psychically
and personally, a studious introvert like Richard Nixon. I recall hearing him speak, many
years after he had resigned the presidency, to the Los Angeles Coundl on Foreign Relations.
He gave a typically knowledgeable tourd’korizon of world affairs, apparently speaking extemporaneously. But he actually had memorized his remarks so accurately that they coincided
almost totally with a printed text handed to reporters in advance. And all during this
remarkable performance, his hands were clasped in front of him, twisting together, writhing
white-knuckled, in what I took to be effort and anxiety.
One political consequence of Nixon’s constant effort to appear to be in tune with
ordinary Americans, of course, was his remarkable appeal to American voters. He became
a discounted, sometimes derided figure during and after Watergate. But the career he achieved
before his disgrace was extraordinary by any standard.
He was dected President in 1972, for instance, by one of the largest margins in
American history. That was no more remarkable than the virtual dead heat he ran in 1960
against one of the most attractive candidates ever to seek the presidency. That dection was
so dose and so disputed that Thurston Morton, the Republican Party chairman, did not
concede defeat until two months after John Kennedy’s inauguration. I was the reporter to
whom Morton finally gave a concession statement-and I had to wring it out of him.
Nixon’s appeal was attested by the long lines of Americans who paid their respects
at his funeral in 1994. That was evidence of what the November 1994 elections confirmedthat the "silent majority" he counted on is alive and well today, and perhaps growing.
Many of those funeral goers, of course, never had the chance to vote for or against him
since he last sought public office in 1972. To many of these, the fiercely partisan, harshly
hawkish Nixon so strongly supported or furiously denounced by their elders may not have
been visible in the "wise old man" that in his last years he appeared to be-and may even
have become.
During his active political life, Nixon was an undeniably popular figure, if not to the
millions who voted for John F. Kennedy in 1960, then to the approximately equal number
of millions who did not. His efforts, even if sometimes transparent, to identify himself with
the ordinary American surely flattered that not-quite-mythical figure, of whom there are
many. His hard-hat patriotism and his Americanism echoed theirs, as did his piety and his
sentimentality about mothers and sports. He was by no means Dwight Eisenhower’s chosen
heir, but his close identification with and his defense of the Eisenhower years of peace and
prosperity stuck a responsive chord with millions of Americans who had never had it so
good.
Nixon’s victories in 1968 and 1972 surely reflected, moreover, the fact that in the
rebellious sixties and during the years of Vietnam and civil rights protests, he stood squarely
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in the mainstream, with the common man against the "longhairs" and the "hippies," the
draft-card burners and those he was not slow to call "America-haters." That he was elected
President in 1968 partially as a result of his so-called Southern strategy and of the national
"backlash" against racial integration suggests again the extent to which ordinary Americansordinary white Americans-saw themselves reflected in him.
Nixon’s cutting of ethical or political corners, both real and imagined, was viewed
with shock and horror by his opponents. But even those actions may well have been seen
more sympathetically by millions of American voters. Most were strongly anti-Communist
themsdves. And which of them, after all-which of us--never sought an edge, never lied
or cheated a little, never got out front any way he or she could? Most Americans have
reason to know that the ideal often must yield to the necessary or the expedient, that right
seldom conquers might.
Another consequence, however, of Nixon’s public persona was that even those who
supported him sensed something contrived and artificial. A "new Nixon" was proclaimed
so often in the fifties and sixties, as he ran again and again for office, or in support of other

Republicans, that the phrase became a standing joke. My colleague Russell Baker wrote a
classic column sometime back in the sixties about a row of suits he said were hanging in
Nixon’s closet. Each suit represented a "new Nixon": all the man had to do was to put
on a different one to make himself into another "new Nixon."
l~eporters frequently tried to get behind the man’s mask of patriotism and propriety
but were seldom successful; one of them said there must be a "cardboard man" underneath.
Even Dwight Eisenhower, whose patronage cemented Nixon’s position as a national figure,
worried whether he had the character and strength to be President. In 1956, Eisenhower
sought to "dump" Nixon as Vice President; in 1960, he tried hard to find an alternative
Republican candidate for President. In both cases, Eisenhower badly underestimated Nixon’s
standing within the Republican Party and with the general public.
Still another consequence of Nixon’s calculated presentation of himself was that, when
he finally made it to the White House, he was one of two presidents in my personal experience
who were mistrusted by a large segment of the American people. All presidents are opposed,
of course, and many are disliked; but few suffer widespread attacks on their personal integrity
or veracity. Nixon did; so did Lyndon Johnson.
Distrust of both Johnson and Nixon as presidents arose not least from public opposition
to the war in Vietnam and the belief of many Americans that neither was telling the
whole truth about it. In Nixon’s case, however, distrust had been evident earlier, before
his presidency, even before he ran in 1960-on the part of liberals because of his Communisthunting and rough campaign tactics, but on a wider scale because of that vague feeling that
he was not what he seemed. Even people who followed him could not know exactly what
lay beneath the facade he constantly presented. But one could sense that from behind his
appearance of pious responsibility and somewhat strained good fellowship, someone else
was looking out, with a gaze shrewd, sharp, measuring, menacing to some, enigmatic even
to those who stood with him-and baffling today, to those who try to understand the
man.
,
Early in life Nixon seems to have thrown in his lot with those he called the "have-nots"
rather than on the side of those he once described to his former aide Ken Clawson as having
everything and therefore "sitting on their fat butts." As a freshman at Whittier College
he helped organize the Orthogonians, a men’s club in sharp contrast to the existing Franklins.
"Orthogonians" meant "Square Shooters," Nixon explained in his memoirs; and in the
college yearbook, Franklins were pictured in tuxedos while Orthogonians wore 0pen-necked
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shirts, as befitted what Nixon termed "athletes and men who were working their way
through school."
The Franklin-Orthogonian distinction is a constant in Nixon’s life. His first two major
opponent~, Jerry Voorhis, a millionaire banker’s son, and Helen Gahagan Douglas, a famous
actress and friend of Eleanor Roosevelt, could be seen as Franklins. So could his most
prominent victim, the elegant diplomat Alger Hiss. Two of his most frequent Democratic
targets, Adlai Stevenson and Dean Acheson, surely were Franklins. John F. Kennedy, rich
and cool as Nixon would never be, obviously was another¯ Whether or not Nixon actually
saw these adversaries as Franklins, their presence and manner are bound to have whetted
his class instinct; and Kennedy’s disputed victory in 1960 must have been the more crushing
because of it.
What were the origins of that instinct ? Here we enter psychological turf to be trodden
only at peril. But we know Nixon came from a near-poor background just this side of
poverty. As a worker in his father’s grocery store, his lowly status was quite visible-and
we have the testimony of a childhood acquaintance, Lucille Parsons, that "he didn’t like to
wait on people in the store" and "didn’t want anybody to see him go get vegetables" from
the Los Angeles market¯
He couldn’t make the Whittier College football team, despite near-suicidal attempts,
thus flunking one of the established tests of orthodox American males. Another youthful
contemporary recalls that Nixon "didn’t have the glamour about him that interests the
opposite sex"- a second grievous failure in youth, or at any age. Bill Rogers, who befriended
Nixon when the latter was a young member of Congress, recalls that Nixon always believed
people didn’t like him.
His father, volatile, cantankerous, loud, and not much of a provider, may have embarrassed the young Richard¯ And Frank Nixon repeatedly told his sons how fortunate they
were to go to school and get an education, as he had not been able to do. That must have
sharpened Nixon’s sense of being a "have-not" who would need to work for everything
he got. At Duke Law School, he lived on next to nothing, and though he did well academically
was known primarily for having "an iron butt"-the ability to study for hours and hours
in the library. Upon graduation, he was rejected by the big New York law firms to which
he had applied, and only reluctantly accepted a position in a small firm back home in
Whittier-symbolically returning from the East with his tail between his legs.
Is:it too much to suppose, then, that Richard Nixon suffered from feelings of inadequacy
and was lacking in a sense of self-worth? That he felt bitterness toward those gifted Franklins
in their tuxedos to whom good things .came easily and who thus deserved them less? A
decade after he resigned the presidency, he told Ken Clawson:
¯ . . what starts the process really are laughs and slights and snubs when you are a
kid .... But if you are reasonably intelligent and if your anger is deep enough and strong
enough, you learn that you can change those attitudes by excellence, personal gut
performance, while those who have everything are sitting on their fat butts [emphasis
added].
I believe it is possible to see the life of Richard Nixon as a long, relentless effort to
"change those attitudes by excellence, personal gut performance." If he was not liked, if
he was not attractive to women, if he was a poor athlete, if he had to do menial labor for
an embarrassing father, if he was not one of "those who have everything," if the eastern
establishment scorned him, still Richard Nixon with his "iron butt" could show them all
by "excellence, personal gut performance." And he would.
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So the Nixon who had believed or feared he would not be accepted by the Franklins,
and who helped form the Orthogonians in defiance, who had been turned away by the
eastern establishment, carried over into his political career the conviction that his future lay
with the Average American. He would become one, or at least appear to be one. His natural
self would be concealed; an unnatural self would be devised. But that, too, was only a
matter of "personal gut performance."
A man or woman of real gifts might conclude that a successful politician has to appear
to be an ordinary middle-class American, with all the attitudes and prejudices attributed to
that vast cohort, for exalted or even noble reasons-in Nixon’s case, he certainly did hope
to build "a structure of peace." But I.believe such a profound personal transformation could
be contemplated only if one held ordinary Americans in a certain basic contempt. Rather
than saying, "I will try to make them better," one is saying, "I will lower myself to their
level in order to win their votes."
Nixon himself once conceded to Hugh Sidey of Time magazine, "You’ve got to be
a little evil to understand those people out there. You have to have known the dark side
of life to understand those people." Even if that’s true, the idea nevertheless seems to me
to represent a condescending and contemptuous attitude toward the commonality of the
American people. If Nixon really did understand them, I believe he also held them in less
than high regard, except for their votes.
Nor did he trust them. A close assodate, a man who knew him well, the hte Bryce
Harlow, speculated to me that "as a young person, [Nixon] was hurt deeply by somebody
he trusted .... He never got over it and never trusted anybody again. But in life we get
back what we plow into it." Such a personal betrayal may have happened, but in any case
we seldom trust those we hold in contempt.
It’s dear, for instance, that as President, Nixon did not trust the American people to
understand his conduct of foreign policy. A devotee of realpolitik, aided by Henry Kissinger as
his national security adviser, he proceded usually in secrecy, often by threat and manipulation,
sometimes by duplicity, and rarely believed enough in his own associates or the American
people to take them into his confidence, share with them his goals and ideas. Nixon’s lack
of trust also prevented him from using the "bully pulpit" to build solid public support for
his strategic global vision.
Nixon’s penchant for secrecy did not arise solely from his mistrust of ~the public. It
was also a natural outgrowth of his preference for solitude. Richard Nixon was a true
loner-- another anomaly in a successful politichn, another aspect of personality to be painfully
concealed beneath the broad smile and the glad hand. One of his Whittier acquaintances
recalls that, even in his youth, "he had a room up over the garage that was his room where
he could be alone to study .... He liked to be alone to study."
In all his years as a major public figure, he still liked to be alone to study. While
Vice President, he told Stewart Alsop that "a major public figure is a lonely man.., you
can’t enjoy the luxury of intimate personal friendships." Reporters who covered his 1956
campaign remember that once he emerged from a hotd wearing a bathing suit, dived in
the pod, swam a lap, got out, walked away without having greeted or spoken to anyone
around the pool, even those in his entourage.
On election night in 1968, he closeted himself alone in a hotel room, with his wife
and daughters in another. The next day, after a victory luncheon, he again secluded himself
in his library, listening to Richard Rodgers’ music for Victory at Sea. Once in the White
House itself, he spent hours by himself in a hideaway office in the old State, War and Navy
Building next door.
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Describing in his memoirs the traumas and triumphs of his public life- the Hiss case,
the 1952 fund crisis, Eisenhower’s efforts to dump him, his loss to Kennedy, his victories
in 1968 and 1972-the major events of his presidency, even his Watergate ordeal-in all
these Nixon cites important periods of seclusion, of silent contemplation, of deliberate retreat
from the consolations or plaudits of family, staff, advisers, He never seems to have indulged
himself in intimate personal friendships. Solitude was Richard Nixon’s chosen environment,
his reward in victory, his solace in defeat. No wonder, then, that he chose to o.perate in
secrecy, taking counsd of few but himself, confiding in even fewer, as he made decisions
and devised policies that affected millions of people throughout the world.
Arthur Burns once asked me if I thought Nixon ever had had a good, close personal
friend, in whom he could confide his deepest thoughts, from whom he might have been
w, illing to heed straight talk? Neither of us could recall any such person.
Thinking of Watergate, Burns concluded: "A friend like that could have saved him."
Nixon worked hard during his presidency and even harder after his forced resignation
to foster his reputation as a master of foreign policy. That reputation and his real achievements,
such as.the opening to China, have obscured the fact that he actually was a strong domestic
president. And Watergate, understandably, has caused many of his achievements to be
forgotten.
The nation’s major environmental laws were signed and the Environmental Protection
Agency was established by President Richard Nixon. So was the volunteer army. The first
wage and price controls ever imposed in peacetime by any president were decreed by the
supposedly conservative Nixon. Calling himself a "Keynesian," he also tried out the first
"full-employment budget" and doubled funds for food stamps. Nixon set affirmative action
as an offidal government policy, with the so-called Philadelphia Plan, and he supported
both the Equal Rights Amendment and legislation against sex discrimination.
Nixon began and sustained a program of sharing federal revenues with the states and
cities-a program ultimately killed by President Ronald Reagan that actually did what so
many Republicans like to talk about: turn power away from Washington. Perhaps most
remarkably, he formulated, but Congress and the Democrats defeated, what is still the most
far-reaching welfare reform ever proposed: the Family Assistance Plan, which would have
provided a federal floor under the incomes of the poor, "a guaranteed annual income," in
fact. And in 1971, nearly a quarter century ago, Nixon proposed a comprehensive health
insurance plan (CHIP) requiring employers to provide health insurance for their employees.
Not unlike 1994’s more complex proposals, CHIP went nowhere.
In 1970, despite the "Southern strategy," the Nixon administration also forced more
school integration than had been achieved in the sixteen years since the Supreme Court
ruled segregated schools unconstitutional. It’s true that the courts had left Nixon little
choice; but he carried out legal requirements he disapproved of more effectively than any
president up to that time.
None of that is as surprising as it may seem because Nixon’s domestic political outlook
had been shaped at a time when New Deal liberalism, and later the dvil rights movement,
dominated American politics. That was true even during the eight years of the Eisenhower
administration and Nixon’s vice presidency. When he became President himself, following
Lyndon B. Johnson, he did turn back some of what Republicans considered the excesses
of the Great Society program; but in domestic affairs, the Nixon administration was far
more nearly in line with New Deal ideas than with those on which Ronald Reagan and
Newt Gingrich later triumphed.
That was not the case in foreign policy. Nixon, it must be remembered, made his
early reputation, both good and bad, as a scourge of domestic communism. And just as his
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domestic views were heavily influenced by the New Deal years, his foreign outlook was
largely shaped by the Cold War. It began about the time he entered politics and was still
the prime fact of international life when he left the White House in 1974.
Richard Nixon was a child of the Cold War, the prevailing ethic of which, on both
sides, was that power had to meet power. Only power could thwart or even "contain"
power. Only fire could fight fire. A missile system had to be met with another missile system,
and topped with an anti-missile system. Nixon was not alone in saying, and undoubtedly he
believed, "The Communists only respect force."
From the day he entered politics, Nixon took the hard line of power for himself, his
party, his country. He was not only a political beneficiary of Cold War views, he was an
instigator. His early California campaigns, the Hiss case, his national campaigns in the
fifties-all emphasized the anti-Communist orthodoxy that prevailed for so many years. He
was selected for Vice President on the Eisenhower ticket primarily because of his record
against communism, l~uring the first Indochina crisis in 1954, he urged the use of nuclear
weapons; fortunately, Eisenhower knew better. Even when, as President, Nixon sought
the opening to China and arms control agreements with the Soviet Union, he was not
trying to end the Cold War but to strengthen the United States for the contest. And as
crises of whatever magnitude arose, he invariably viewed them geopolitically, as Cold War
confrontations between Moscow and Washington.
Just as the nation, in its determined pursuit of the Cold War, to some extent sacrificed
its ideals and its moral position in the world, so Richard Nixon followed a course that in
a crucial sense belied his upbringing. He had been raised a Quaker, and his mother, Hannah
Nixon, by the testimony of all who knew her and by Richard’s own frequent tributes, not
only lived and preached Quaker ideals but was considered virtually "a saint."
The same testimony and tributes disclose no suggestion, however, that she also was
a warm and loving mother, likely to caress or comfort a lonely little boy rather than give
him moral instruction. Nixon himself has recalled that she "never said ’I love you’ because
she considered that to be very private and very sacred." Some of his early recollections,
though carefully worded, suggest clearly that he craved more manifestations of love and
affection, perhaps just hugs and kisses, than he apparently received. Persons more qualified
in psychology than I may see in that deprivation the seeds of his later austerity and reserve.
What he did get in plenty from Hannah Nixon, who dominated his early life and
remained a prominent force in his later years, was a powerful example of rectitude, idealism,
and restraint. As a public man after 1946, however, Nixon quite dearly turned away from
her calm and "saintly" preachings, the Quaker idealism she had sought to instill in him,
and followed instead the more combative, rancorous, confrontational ways of his father,
Frank Nixon. I don’t suggest that Richard made a deliberate choice to do so; I’m not even
certain that one parental strain, like blue eyes or left-handedness, overcame another. I do
think that the public man who chose and pursued the course of power must occasionally
have reflected that he was following more nearly in his father’s footsteps than his mother’s;
and that to a man who revered her as a saint, that knowledge could hardly have been
comfortable or comforting.
In fact, Richard Nixon’s repeated emphasis on building a "structure of peace" may
well have been the justification he offered to himself, and therefore to his mother’s memory,
for his abandonment of her ideals and his politician’s reliance upon power in trying to build
that structure. And among all those, including himself, to whom he sought so tenaciously
to prove his worth, Hannah Nixon may well have been foremost. The most powerful of
the forces that drove him, it seems plausible to suggest, may have been the wish to go in
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spirit to Hannah Nixon- despite all the un-Quakerish grapplings and betrayals of his political
life-and say: "Mother, I have made peace. Now I am worthy of you."
Being elected President is something that only forty-one Americans-all white males,
so far- have achieved. Reaching that pinnacle of power, one might assume, would make
ordinary apprehensions seem less fearful. Surrounded by the Secret Service, transported on
Air Force One, truckled to by yes-men, his every personal want satisfied, "Hail to the
Chief" ringing in his ears, even nuclear weapons at his beck and call- what kind of insecurities
could possibly afflict a president?
The answer obviously is that what’s in a person’s heart and soul will not likely be
changed by the ability to command a hdicopter to land on the South Lawn. Nixon seems
to have found his personal fears and insecurities rising almost to the level of paranoia when
he reached the White House. Perhaps once there, he realized that he had more to lose, ff
the enemies he imagined all around him were to succeed in their plots. Or perhaps all those
years of shaking hands, slapping backs, kissing babies, eating rubber chicken, making orotund
speeches, signaling the ephemeral victories and defeats of politics-perhaps all those years
of denying one’s true self, playing to the despised crowd, took their ultimate toll. After
all, if one were both contemptuous of the people and fearful of their power, might not
one’s deepest fear be that they would someday turn upon one and take it all away?
And, of course, in Richard Nixon’s case, they did; and it seems to me that his personal
demons were to some extent responsible. It’s easy to say, and it often is said, that had
Nixon come dean about Watergate in the beginning, when he had no direct responsibility,
the affair would quickly have blown over and he would have survived. That may be true,
but it ignores the fact that the man Richard Nixon was by 1972 couldn’t come clean.
What actual excesses or even crimes he might have believed he had to cover up are
still a matter of speculation; but with his view of life as battle and crisis as challenge, his
determination to prove his worth, particularly to himself, his consequent inability to "give
up" and his reluctance to show weakness, as well as his conviction that through "personal
gut performance" any height could be scaled-for all those reasons, it would have been
impossible for Nixon to do anything but fight back, stand fast, "stonewall" his enemies.
So he did-and the indelible marks Richard Nixon left bn American history are Watergate and his resignation from the presidency before he could be impeached. Those events
cause many to believe him an evil man who schemed to subvert the Constitution; they
cause others to consider him a victim of t.he press, the liberals, the Democrats, even the
CIA or the Pentagon. And looking back at Watergate, many Americans can’t see beyond
it the achievements of a president who often responded to the pressures of his time with
knowledge and skill and sometimes even with courage- qualities the American people apparently don’t find in most of their leaders today.

